Introduction.
In a recent series of papers in this journal, Dragila [l; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6] discusses the mapping induced between two real surfaces when these are referred to a common parameter system and such that their normals at corresponding parameter values are parallel. Peterson's theorem in this connection [7; 8, pp. 5, 6 , 26] states (roughly) that there then exists a set of corresponding nets in these surfaces such that (a) these nets are parallel, i.e. the field of tangent vectors to the curves of one net is parallel to the corresponding field of tangent vectors to the curves of the other net, and (b) each net is conjugate in the surface in which it lies. Dragila [l, p. 189] claims that Peterson's theorem is incorrect from two points of view and justifies his claims by constructing examples exhibiting surfaces corresponding by parallel normals for which (1) no such corresponding parallel-conjugate nets exist, and (2) corresponding parallel nets exist but are not conjugate. As far as (1) is concerned, this is indeed the case in the real domain, the reason being (essentially) that the eigenvalues of a real, not necessarily symmetric, linear transformation need not be real. As far as (2) is concerned, it depends on the fact that Dragila uses "parallel nets" in a wider sense; he considers two corresponding nets, such that each curve of the first net is parallel not to the corresponding curve of the second net, but to the other curve (if the mapping is given by equal parameters then the «-curves of the first net are parallel to the ^-curves of the second net, and conversely).
Dragila's results in this direction are therefore not in contradiction to, but rather independent of Peterson's theorem. It is our purpose to take up and to complete Peterson's theorem, and to put it into a parameter-invariant form by the consideration of the induced mapping of directions (this will be called the mapping projectivity). Specifically, we will show that the parallel-conjugate nets of Peterson are, in each surface, the eigenvector fields of a certain local linear transformation of the surface (considered as Riemann space Vî) into itself, the transformation being generated by a real, not necessarily symmetric, quadratic tensor in V-¡. This coordinatefree characterization of the Peterson nets thus completes the theorem by putting it in a single invariant form valid for both the real and the complex case. Indeed, if the eigenvalues of the linear transformation [August are complex, the nets generated as the trajectories of the corresponding eigenvectors may be considered to exist in the same sense that one considers, for example, the net of asymptotic lines of a real sphere in classical differential geometry. With some modifications, the invariant technique which is used can be adapted to treat analogous problems for higher-dimensional (curved) manifolds embedded in Euclidean space. If the embedding space is not flat, the situation becomes somewhat more complicated because of Levi-Civita parallelism.
2. The mapping of two surfaces in E3. Let r*iult u2) and R'iu1, u2) be radius vectors of two real surfaces (r) and (9Î) in E3, and assume these functions are of class Cm, m^3. A given parameter point («) = (w1, u2) determines a point in each surface and thus induces a mapping of one onto the other. At regular surface points, this mapping may be described [9] by the set of partial differential equations Let gaß be the metric tensor of the surface (r). Then from (2.1) we have1 (2.2) bi,r\R'y, = iAO,-yr'arV = s\gall = sâ nd we call s^x the mapping tensor. Let v\ be the covariant derivative w.r.t. gaß, and haß the second fundamental tensor of the surface (r). Then from (2.1) one obtains (2.3) ¿V-r^x = { V"i<"x -h"zx + ri^r'a + [s\hali + V^zx + T^n.
where Tf^ denotes the Christoffel symbols (of the second kind) of the surface (r). Taking the skew-symmetric part of (2.3), it follows then that 1 We assume, for the sake of simplicity, that a rectangular cartesian system is used in Es. One could just as easily use an affine system, with metric tensor a,-,-, in which case one would have sx/i = a,,r*x.RV> a" other results following with a similar modification. are the integrability conditions for the differential equations (2.1). It can be shown (see [9] ) that if only (r) and saß, Zß are given, then these integrability conditions (together with a regularity condition) are n.a.s.c.'s for the existence of (9?), determined then up to a translation w.r.t. (r) in P3. If both surfaces are given, these conditions must be satisfied. In case of parallel normals (parallel tangent planes) we obviously have Z\ = Q, and the above conditions reduce to
This shows, among other things, that the mapping tensor s"g cannot be chosen arbitrarily to define a mapping.
3. The two projectivities in V%, There is a naturally induced projectivity between the tangent planes of two surfaces mapped upon each other by means of equal parameters.
Since dúK = dux, the vector dr{ = du^r\ is projective with the vector dRi = duKR\. Thus two vector fields vi = vKr\ in (r) and Vi= VXR\ in (9c) will be called projective if and only if VK = vK. We shall refer to this projectivity as the mapping projectivity.
There is a second projectivity which, under the mapping (2.1), takes the tangent plane of (r) into itself. Let the fields vl and Vi be projective under the mapping projectivity, and let *v{=*v*r\ be the orthogonal projection of Vi on the tangent plane of (r) (see Figure 1 ). Then from (2.1) we have Vi= FXP\= Vy(s\ria-\-Z\ni).
Since v* is projective with V*, we have z>x = Vx, hence Vi = vx(sa\ria-\-Z\ni), and the required orthogonal projection *vl of V{ is then determined by
The linear transformation between vector fields of (r) described above by (3.1) will be called the local projectivity. It follows trivially that if the mapping is a similarity transformation, i.e. if zx = 0 and s^ = \pôf or some absolute scalar field yp(u), then the local projectivity reduces to the quadratic involution s\sx$ =ip2ô%. While the local projectivity is a linear transformation which takes a V2 locally into itself, the mapping projectivity is a linear transformation between two F2's with different metrics. It can be shown [9] that the covariant form of the condition VK = vk is given by Vll = gK"(sa\Saß-\-Z\Zll)va, where gx" is inverse to gUß. Figure 1 4. Peterson nets. We shall call trajectories of a vector field the system of curves whose tangent vectors are the field vectors. Referring now to the mapping projectivity ( §3) we give Definition 4.1. By the Peterson nets of the pair of surfaces (r), (9Î) we mean the trajectories of a pair of distinct conjugate vector fields (px, çx) in (r) together with the trajectories of the projectively corresponding fields iPx = px, <2x = gx) in (9c), the fields (Px, Qx) being required to be also conjugate in (9Î). (These nets were named "courbes de base" by Peterson [8, pp. 5, 6, 26] for the special case where the surfaces have parallel tangent planes at corresponding points. These nets have then the further property of being parallel, as described above in §1. We shall deal with this case below in §5.) If the mapping projectivity maps asymptotic lines in (r) upon asymptotic lines in (9Í), then we shall say in brief that the mapping preserves asymptotic directions (hence preserves also all conjugate systems). Definition 4.1 is not void in view of 5. Surfaces corresponding by parallelism. We turn now to the class of surface mappings considered by Peterson [7; 8] . Here the normals at corresponding points in each surface are parallel. We call these mappings by parallelism. For such mappings, it is now possible to obtain an important relation2 between the mapping tensor sx" and the tensors Ax", H^, and, at nonparabolic points, an explicit expression for s\n in terms of h^, H^ and their inverses ~lh\ll, ~lH\": Lemma 5.1. For mappings by parallelism we have and at nonparabolic points3 Proof. Let n\ A7* be the respective unit normals of (r) and (9Î). Starting with the mapping equations R\ = sa"ria, we take a scalar 2 This is also possible for general mappings, but the resulting formulas are considerably more complicated (see [9, Theorem 3.4, p. 172] ).
8 Tensors in (SR), with upper-case kernel letters, have their indices lowered and raised by Gaß, Ga&. Tensors in (r), with lower-case kernel letters, have their indices lowered and raised by gaß, ¿^-From (2.1) it follows that G^ and gxji are related by G\ll=sa\sP^-fzxZm for a general mapping. (Gxm denotes the metric tensor of the surface (SR), and G^ denotes its inverse.) product on the left with duN\ on the right with dwnl, since ni = N\ Using then Weingarten's equations of surface theory yields (5.1). Multiplying through, at nonparabolic points, by ~lhx then gives lhxHail = sawhlicr1hx = sawga\ = s\w, which is the first equality in (5.2).
For the second equality, observe that the metric tensors of the spherical images of (r) and (9t) must necessarily be identical, i.e. Mhaß = MHaß, or explicitly h^h^ = H^H^. Multiplying through, at nonparabolic points, by _1Âx_1P" then yields the desired result. Remark. It is clear from (5.1) that integrability condition (2.7) is equivalent to P^i =0, i.e. to the symmetry of HUI¡. The verification of integrability condition (2.6) will involve the Codazzi-Mainardi equations, as can be seen by the position of the operator VM in (2.6). However, because the second fundamental tensors h\" and H\" of the two surfaces are involved, it is necessary to introduce the relationship between the Christoffel symbols of the two surfaces (see [9, Theorem 
3.3, p. 172]).
Let the scalar densities g, G, h, H denote the respective determinants of the tensors gaß, Gaß, haß, Haß, and the absolute scalars s, k, K denote respectively the determinant of saß and the Gauss curvatures of the surfaces (r) and (9i).
Lemma 5.2. For mappings by parallelism s= (G/ g)l,2.i Furthermore, parabolic points in one surface correspond to parabolic points in the other surface. At nonparabolic points, the ratio of the Gauss curvatures is k/K = s.
Proof.
From the mapping equations (2.1) we may compute the unit normal of the surface (9Î) for the case of a general mapping and obtain (see [9, Theorem 3.2, p. 171 
\sn -e e sßiz"r'a\ where eaß is the contra variant permutation tensor in the surface (r).
For mappings by parallelism Zx = 0, w* = A^and the result 5= (G/g)112 follows. It is clear from the above expression for the normal that s = Oif and only if the tangent planes of the two surfaces are mutually orthogonal at corresponding points, which is impossible for a mapping by parallelism.
Thus sp^O, and taking determinants in (5.1) yields H=sh, which shows that parabolic points must be in correspondence (a result which is also evident by a purely geometric argument in P3). At nonparabolic points, we take determinants in the second equation of (5.2), rewriting it however first as ga\s"a = hx*-lH0J¡i'. This yields iH/G)s = h/g, hence k/K = s, which is the desired result. This completes the proof. Remark. Similarly, of course, elliptic points and hyperbolic points are also (respectively) in correspondence between the two surfaces. For anti-parallel mappings, i.e. n'= -N\ it follows then that elliptic points are mapped upon hyperbolic points, and vice-versa.
Mappings which preserve asymptotic directions appeared previously in Theorem 4.1, and we may now characterize these for the case when these mappings are also by parallelism. They turn out to be trivial, i.e. a change of scale and translation in £3. In considering a nonsymmetric quadratic tensor, e.g. s^, there are two types of eigenvectors (one for each index, so to speak). We shall restrict our attention to one type only and call v* an eigenvector of sx" if for some absolute scalar 6 we have 0vx = sxuvoe. Also, in dealing with corresponding nets, we shall call them parallel if corresponding curves have parallel tangent vectors at corresponding points. Before stating Peterson's theorem, we observe that the mapping projectivity, by "equal contravariant components," is obviously unchanged if we interchange the roles of the two surfaces. The local projectivity, however, is a linear transformation which takes one of the surfaces (locally) into itself and is determined by the mapping tensor sx". If we wish to interchange the role of the two surfaces, we may introduce, for surfaces corresponding by parallelism, the inverse mapping r\ = S^R'c, and call Sa\ the inverse-mapping tensor. It is then obvious that Sa\ is inverse to the mapping tensor sx", i.e. •S'V'V -Sß, s^S^ß = öß, and in fact Sx/i = sMx.6 We may thus speak of the local projectiv-ity in each surface of the mapping. Furthermore, it is clear that the eigenvalues of one local projectivity are the reciprocals of the eigenvalues of the other local projectivity, and that the corresponding eigenvectors are projective under the mapping projectivity.
We are now in position to state in invariant (i.e. coordinate-free) manner the complete form of Peterson's theorem for mappings by parallelism :
Theorem 5.1. If two surfaces in P3 correspond by parallelism in such a way that their local projectivities have distinct eigenvalues, then their Peterson nets are, in each surface, the trajectories of the eigenvector fields of the local projectivity. Furthermore, these nets are parallel.
Proof. In view of the remarks preceding the theorem, it suffices to restrict our attention to one of the surfaces only, say (r). In that surface, the local projectivity is determined by the mapping tensor sV Let px and qx be two eigenvectors corresponding to the two distinct eigenvalues dp and 6q of sx".6 Then: evp = s\p", 0«9X = s\q", and using (5.1) we obtain, after multiplying through by h\ß: epp*hß = p"Ha" (5.4) d^hfL = q"Halí.
It then follows that (dp -8q)h-Ki,pkqll = Q, and since 6P7¿dq, we have Thus the eigenvector fields of sx^ must be conjugate w.r.t. both tensors &x» and Px/i-By Theorem 4.1, their trajectories determine thus the Peterson nets. To prove the parallelism of these nets, observe that for the eigenvalue 8 and the corresponding eigenvector vx, we have v*R\ = vxs'\rilil = dVr'u, hence the eigenvector fields of the local projectivity generate parallel directions in (the tangent planes of) the two surfaces. This completes the proof.
6. Conclusion. It is now clear that if one includes eigenvectors corresponding to complex (-conjugate) eigenvalues of the local pr jjectiv-« The latin indices p, q are nontensorial here. Also, these eigenvalues need not be real.
ity, Peterson's theorem is valid. This clarifies then the status of Dragila's first counter-example [l, p. 191] . His second one corresponds, in our notation, to the case where the mapping tensor sx" is chosen to be A1! i2A _ /0 X \sh S2J ~ \u 0 While Dragila claims [l, p. 193 ] that X and ¡x may be arbitrary functions, they must nevertheless satisfy the integrability conditions (2.6) and (2.7). The latter condition yields ixhn=Xh22 and together with the relations derived in (5.1), i.e. H\li = s"},hl¡a, one may easily verify that hnH22 + h22Hn -2h12H12 = 0.
It is well known (it appears as a problem in Eisenhart's book [ll, p. 243, #12] ) that this last equation characterizes (general) mappings for which asymptotic directions in one surface are mapped upon a conjugate system in the other and vice-versa. As far as Peterson's theorem is concerned, this example of Dragila does not provide a counter-example because it does not apply. Even though, in this example, the «-lines in one surface are parallel to the w-lines in the other surface, and conversely, it is unwarranted to assume that these parameter nets should be the Peterson nets. In fact, the parallelism is constructed in this case between the trajectories of the fields Sx in one surface and ô\ in the other; these fields are not projective under the mapping projectivity, and hence Peterson's theorem does not apply. The Peterson nets are, in this case, still determined by the eigenvectors of s\. (Whether or not the Peterson nets are real depends here on whether X and ¡x are of equal or opposite sign.)
One may observe that if the mapping does preserve asymptotic directions, the Peterson nets are not unique (Theorem 4.1). But since in that case the mapping (if by parallelism) is a similarity transformation: s\=^5x, the eigenvectors of the local projectivity are not unique either-in fact every vector is an eigenvector and hence any conjugate net is a Peterson net. There is thus no need to exclude similarity transformations.
It is interesting to observe that if the mapping tensor is symmetric (but not proportional to the metric tensor gx,.)7 then the Peterson nets must necessarily be the lines of curvature in the two surfaces.
Remark. Let the mapping be described in E% by the rectilinear congruence 7 I.e., if the mapping is not a similarity transformation.
Then from (2.1) we get S\ll = g^ll -wh^+V^Vx and z" = Vßw -h\v\. Thus a n.a.s.c. for the mapping tensor to be symmetric is that v\ be a gradient field. Eliminating the function w(u) between the two expressions above, one can obtain the differential equations for the congruence of curves/(w) = const, in (r) for which v\(u) is the gradient field. These are given by [A2(/) + 2 -j»"]dx(log h) -hhlvaf -dxA2(f) = 0, where A2 denotes the second Beltrami operator and h the mean curvature of the surface (r). (For the case where Ri -ri forms a parallel rectilinear congruence in P3, a geometric interpretation can be given; see [9, p. 175] .)
What is less clear, at present, is the significance of the requirement that the local projectivity have distinct eigenvalues. Excluding similarity transformations (which represent a trivial case) the case of one eigenvalue of multiplicity 2 with a single corresponding eigenvector leads to a degenerate form of Peterson's theorem: the conjugate nets degenerate into a single asymptotic line. If, furthermore, the mapping is also equiareal, then both surfaces (r) and (9t) must be ruled. While we plan to discuss this more at length in the second part of this paper, we conclude with the observation that the existence of the Peterson nets is an invariant property of the mapping of two surfaces in the sense that it does not depend upon the possibility of choosing a special parameter system for the surfaces, as Dragila and Peterson also seem to have thought. While the embedding of the surfaces in P3 is related (via the normals) to the tensors h\", H^, these tensors together with all the other ones are objects in V2 and Peterson's theorem thus appears to be a proposition in Vi dealing primarily with the purely algebraic properties of the mapping tensor.
